Enter the cloud automation

Deploy and manage your cloud infrastructure with Automium and Enter Cloud Suite.
Automium + Enter Cloud Suite: Continuous Deployment made easy

Automium is a DevOps friendly Software as a Service that enables cloud automation, portability and security and simplifies the complex scenario of application management.

With Automium you can take your recipes, scripts, run books and blueprints and transform them into deployment actions and architectural definitions.

Automium is an orchestrator of proven open source technologies, like Ansible and Terraform for automated deployment and management, Kubernetes for containerized applications, Git for source code management and Jenkins for automated testing.

You can start where you are: Automium will automate the building and deployment of your infrastructure directly on Enter Cloud Suite, our European, multi-region, OpenStack-based cloud platform. Whether you are setting up a new infrastructure or reengineering your existing one for the cloud, we can provide the building blocks.

Automium and Enter Cloud Suite can help you undertake the journey to cloud transformation: focus of your apps, customers and business while we manage the complex operations.

Here’s how it works.
To get started, simply **connect a code repository** (Git) to Automium.

If you use Jenkins, CircleCi or Travis to manage Continuous Integration and Delivery processes you can plug them directly into our platform.

Automium takes care of the deployment of your infrastructure. Your code is released in production to your customers with no human intervention. Our advanced monitoring and alerting tools make continuous improvement possible. **Let the robots take over!**

Everything is securely deployed on **Enter Cloud Suite, our cloud platform**.

Enter Cloud Suite is trusted by several international enterprises and Institutions including the European Parliament, the Digit (European Commission) and the EEA (European Environment Agency).

Want to know more?
Schedule a demo

To learn more about Automium and Enter Cloud Suite, please contact us:
info@entercloudsuite.com - entercloudsuite.com